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About This Game

Description:

The plot:
When a person becomes too lazy to perform his functions, he comes up with all sorts of simplification.

Mankind has invented them - aim to simplify your life. Mechanoids had to perform all kinds of activities.
And at some point completely replace humans in the workspace.But slowly make the perfect workers, the people made a

mistake.
This mistake cost the lives of more than 80% of the world population, because the mechanoids are out of control - they began to

kill everything that moves.

For the time mechanoids held on our mortal planet, they have changed a lot. Now most of the planet surrounded by rocks.
Floating in the air dust from the destroyed buildings. The mechanoids themselves become covered with stone chips.

And they began to build their structures, which are called hives. Hives transform the earth into a more useful resource for
mechanoid - stone.

With which they build their world.
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But not all the people died. So raise all the forces to defeat what we have created!

Classes:
Trooper:

Specialization: Neutral class, fit for standard fighting.
Description: world champion in 7 martial arts, "you" brand with any weapon(sniper hates). Steeper it only Deadshot.

Motto: "Load."

Scout:
Specialization: Rapid movement.

Description: the Most mobile of the classes, she is experienced in all types of light weapons.
Dossier: Former marine, trained in combat in any condition, faster than him and cats only Usain Bolt.

Motto: "I wasn't even there".

Sniper:
Specialization: ranged combat.

Description: Class of fit for combat in the distance.
Dossier: Agent of MI-6, graduated from Oxford, speaks 9 languages, knows rifle weapons as their 5 fingers.

Motto: "And we by eye".

Heavy:
Specialization: Protection and support heavy weapons.

Description: a CIA Agent under cover, has all kinds of heavy and pump action weapons.
Motto: "Protection? I - Protection".

Features characters:
Agility - it affects how quickly to move the character, and as the number of deviations from the blows and shots of the enemy.

Intelligence - depends on it, oddly enough, the intelligence of the character:that is, how well will the lead character during battle.
Protection - it depends on how much the character takes damage of the enemy.

Health - depends on it, a number health needs to be the character.
Power - it depends on what kind of damage will cause the character at the enemy.

Perks:
Health - gives the player double health.

Protection - gives the player 10 units of protection.
Damage - gives the player enhanced. damage.
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Title: The Sunset
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Enjoy Games
Publisher:
Enjoy Games
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7

Processor: with a clock frequency of 1.2 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 32 MB VRAM compatible with DirectX 8

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Absolutely the best battle royale game ever. Way better than fortnite ever was. Definitely worth the 4 euros. The only problem is
that there aren't enough players. I once got in a game where it was 3v2 and i won. That's the only problem. But other than that,
the physics are great in this game 10/10. Pretty good game, nothing wrong with it. Older graphics and style, but that isn't really a
positive or a negative. Only complaint is the bad UI.. RIP Mouse and right hand...

Nice combination of management and action. It always felt good when you sucesfully counter or block enemy attack.
If you want to train your reflex, this is for you
. A wonderful little game! Relatively lightweight install, fun characters, lighthearted take on tower defense. I like the large
number of unlockable characters (each of whom has their own strengths and some of whom SIGNIFICANTLY change
gameplay) and the large collection of upgrade options that let you experiment with a huge range of play strategies. I've put two
or three hours into it and consider it WELL worth the $15 price tag; I'm having a lot of fun and I'm only three characters in.

A couple notes:
--There IS (some) saving in the game- you can pause an ongoing run, close the game, and return to it later. What you can't do is
return to an older run (you can't have more than one active run at a time, and starting a new game removes an existing save.)
Progress in a run is dynamic, by which I mean the only save point is the last one. Each save overwrites the previous one.
--If playing the game on keyboard\/mouse, the controls take a little getting used to (although that might just be my unfamiliarity
with top-down FPS games).
--Many of the cahracters unlock only after you pass certain milestones in a single run, but not all of them! Some (to my relief!)
unlock after cumulaive, multi-run milestones.

The only thing I miss is an offline "High Scores" list; I'd love to be able to compare my runs to each other over time, not just to
the whole community's scores.

All told, I'm happy with this game and I'm looking forward to seeing more titles by the developer. If you're uncertain whether
this game is for you, I would definitely recommend looking up streaming videos; I know the Loading Ready Run
crew did a streamed ~six hour playthrough on opening night (which is what prompted me to buy the game) and there are
probably others by now.

Happy gaming!. Not worth three bucks.. it's just crap. I'm not even going to knock the game for needing two legacy drivers
(audio and video) because the issues are so well documented that it only took a few minutes to fix. I will, however, say that I
can't recommend this game to anyone.

It's not poorly made. The graphics are well made for it's time and everything functions as it should. Unfortunately the gameplay
is entirely inferior to those who have come before it. Single player consists of a series of Call of Duty style narrative maps with
the addition of a squad of bots to help you against the enemy. Unfortunately the boys are invulerable and not terribly helpful.
They will never accomplish much other than blocking your line of fire because they appear to not understand objectives and
since they don't die they never do things like hold a postion while you flank because the second the bots find a path to you they
simply run forward and wherever you're emerging from becomes the front line.

My advice: play Unreal Tournament on assualt maps. There's no poorly written story but the bots feel like actual members of
your team and are actually working to acheive the same objective you are rather than just being placeholders to make you feel
less alone.. I'm oddly conflicted about this one. Overall, I'd say go for it if it's on sale for $5 or less. It's a short experience that
you'll want to play at least twice, and for the most part I'd say it's a pretty good entry-level game into the genre.

The good:
Soundtrack is great. It's not intense, but more tavern-like.
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Atmosphere is fine. For once you're going up a tower instead of down into peril.

Good with a catch:
Lots of different classes to pick from, but there's no real unique development available except for the few SP you can pick in
the beginning.
It does have some replayability to it, but the game is very short. You can practically 100% the game in 5-6 hours. Achievement
runs can potentially take one playthrough if you know exactly what to pick.

The not-so-good:
Mages run out of mana far too quickly, and potions are finite. You really need to conserve your potions. Elementalists/black
mages don't even get ranged spells until about halfway through the game so if you want to do any sort of ranged damage early
on,  You need to first find the bow in floor 2. . That said, priests/white mages can hold their ground with a hammer if they run
out of mana.
The flee damage penalty is stupid. Sometimes I won't even know an enemy is near me and I'll take a step and "oh you fleed you
lose 25 hp and your priest dies". It becomes a bit more manageable late-game, but when you need to escape in early-game with
no supplies you really need to use the environment around you to sleep. I guess it helps you be more 'strategic' but still, in a
genre like this it's no longer a good idea.

What would make the game better:
Quick swap on hand selections. Less time needed to waste on opening your inventory to swap spells/weapons.
Better ranged ability.
Lessening/removing the flee damage.

Even with these points in mind, I still found I enjoyed my adventure and will play through again to get the rest of the
achievements. Hope to see more in the future.. with this dlc, you need to practice to drive carefully when you're going via super
narrow toll exits.
your truck might stuck when turning.....
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This was a very creepy little VR experience. As mentioned, it was very short, but it did a whole lot with that small amount of
time. It delivered pretty much exactly was was in the description, and did it well. I'd definitely be interested in seeing more
things like this.. Have you ever thought what's inside the mind of Dabiz Mu\u00f1oz? Me neither, probably because i've never
heard of him.
He's got some weird stuff going on in his head but unfortunately it's all in 360 video. Whilst there's a few effects that work most
is a blurred mess. Not as badly done as Qantas VR but nowhere near as polished as Senza Peso.. Noctropolis holds a very special
place in my heart.

When I was younger, my father bought our first family PC. It was a "Tiny" computer with a pentium 100mhz and either 4\/8mb
ram.
When looking for games i found Noctropolis in the cheapo section and I could afford it with my pocket money. So I bought it!

I spent so many hours trying to complete the game, in my youth i struggled to complete this game, but loved the story.

Noctropolis is a point & click with fmv scenes integrated into the game, it is a brilliant old school game with fantastically drawn
out scenes with a story line that will ultimately blow your mind.

Although the ending you can see coming from several miles away, the lead up to the end and the quirky characters all the way
through are sublime.

The actors in game are all FMV sequences integrated into the scene. They are super cheesey but make the game amazing.
**spoiler** if you do complete the game there are a bunch of bloopers at the end credits **spoiler**

who gives a * about graphical quality, this game is older than most of the gamers out there today!
If your put off by its looks and instantly dismiss this game please uninstall steam and dont come back. There are plenty of games
out there that lack graphic quality which have better gameplay & stories than the AAA titles so stop being naive.

the music, well the music takes me back to the old autoexec.bat where you used to have to "SET BLASTER" and setup your
midi ports and interrupts. Its quirky & old but fits the game perfectly.

This game is a must for any comic book fans who love a good point & click.

for under \u00a310, this game is definitely worth a buy, I completed it in about 4hrs but I could remember about half of the
game already.. Tut mojno vitaskivat' kishki 10miNUT!!!!
BEST GA<E. Adorable game
+ Strong mechanics
+ Nice visuals

- Soundtrack is a bit lackuster
- Had to punch a kitten to feel manly again
. This game lowkey had me in a bit of tears. Without love, it cannot be seen.

10/10 best vn ever made. This game sucks and has terrible framerate.. I always check my jackets now.. I played way too much
of this game. It is a mobile game but it's good to pick up when you have 10 or 15 free minutes.
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